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In this paper we shall examine the relationship between weak convergence 
of processes S; ‘ST,,, where B is Brownian motion, and convergence of the 
time changes T,, and the scale functions S,. In Section 2, we show that if the 
T,‘s are inverses of functionals A, (not necessarily additive) and 
A,(t) +’ A,(t) for each P= B,, x E R, then the processes ST,, converge 
weakly to ST,. 
In Section 3, we consider linear regular diffusions in canonical form on 
C[O, co) and present necessary and sufficient conditions for weak 
convergence of these diffusions in terms of pathwise convergence of their 
time changes, weak convergence of their speed measures and pointwise 
convergence of their scale functions. The main theorem in this section is the 
following. If (X,):?, is a sequence of diffusions in canonical form, then (X,) 
converges weakly to X0 if and only if a.s. the diffusion paths converge 
uniformly on compact time intervals. 
The general convergence theorem in Section 2, where the processes may 
not be diffusions, was motivated by approximating general diffusions by 
simpler processes [ 21. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For definitions and results concerning diffusions consult 14-6). 
Q = C[O, ao) will be given the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
sets; the u-algebras are those induced by the coordinate processes. All scale 
functions will map the reals iR onto the reals. B, denotes Weiner measure on 
.5(Q) starting at x. A set of full measure fl, is a set such that B,(QO) = 1 for 
every x. A functional (not necessarily additive) is a mapping A from 
[0, co) x a onto [0, co) such that there exists a set of full measure Q, such 
that A(0, w) = 0 and A(., w) is continuous and strictly increasing for 
w E Q,. T will denote the inverse of A. 
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All additive functionals appearing in this paper are of the form 
~(t, w) = 1. l(t, y, w) m(&), ($1 
where m is a speed measure defined on .9(R) and J. is Brownian local time. 
The diffusion X on 0, having S as a scale function and m as its speed 
measure, will be written as S- ‘BT if SX has T = A ~’ as its time change 
relative to Brownian motion, where A is given by (*), In general, without 
usually stating it explicitly, X,, S,. A,, m, have the same relationship. The 
path function Y,(t) associated with X, is given by Y,(t)(w) = 
S,‘(w(T,,(t. w))}. The measure Qt associated with X, is the Bs,,(r,- 
distribution of Y,. If A, is a (not necessarily additive) functional, then the 
process Y,, relative to (B,}, is still denoted by S;‘BT,,. It is not, in general, 
a diffusion. 
Write X,*X, if Q: * Qi, for each x E R, where 3 denotes weak 
convergence (see [I] for concepts involving weak convergence). If (m,) is a 
sequence of measures on .3(R), m, +C m, means jf dm, + Jfdm,, for every 
continuous function on F? having compact support. P will always be a 
generic symbol for B, ; write f, -“for lim -Pf,z = f to mean convergence in 
probability. A sequence of processes Z,(t) is said to converge in probability 
uniformly on compacts to Z,(t) if 
PC sup I Z,(t) - Z,(t)1 > 4 7 03 for each d, 6 > 0. 
f~lO.4 
Say Z,(t) converges uniformly on compacts to Z,(t) on .R, (almost surely) 
if Z,,(., w) + Z,(., w) uniformly on compact sets for each IV E fi, (a.a. by). 
The operator JG: LJ + 0 is defined by 
J;(w) = S,(x) + w. 
If x is understood, write J,. Sometimes J, T, A. Q will be written in place of 
Jo, To, A,, Q”. 
All diffusions in this paper are linear and regular with state space R. 
2. THE GENERAL CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let (A,) be a sequence offunctionals (not necessarilql 
additive) such that A,(t) +’ A,(t) for each t 2 0 and P = B,, x E R. Then 
ST,, 2 BT,, where T,, = A;‘. 
(b) Suppose (S,) is a sequence of scale functions converging pointwise 
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to S,. Assume, in addition, that A,,(& JG) -90 A,(t, Jg), for each x E R. Then 
S,‘BT,, 3 S,‘BT,. 
Proof First we shall prove (b), since (a) follows from the special case 
S,(x) =x. As before, Q: is the BsEcx) -distribution of Y,. We must show that 
for h: R + R bounded and continuous and for each x, we have J‘ h dQ: + 
1 h dQl. We shall do this in several stages. We shall need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let Gk 41nao be a sequence of functionals. rf C,,(t) -+’ 
C,,(t), for each t < t,, then lim, P(supIcIO ( C,,(t) - C,(t)1 > S) = 0, for each 
6 > 0. 
Proof of Lemma 1. For simplicity, let t, = 1. Let qk(w) = 
maxjGk C,((j + 1)/k, w) - C,(j/k, w) > 0. Since C,(., w) is uniformly 
continuous on (0, 11, qk(w) --tk 0 for each w. Let E > 0 be given. By Egoroff s 
theorem, there exists a measurable set A such that P(A’) < c/2 and qn 
converges uniformly to zero on A. Let 6 > 0 be given. There exists a 
k, = k,(6) such that 0 <q,(w) ( 6/2 for all n > k, and w E A; hence 
P(q, > 6/4) < P(A’) < c/2 for all n > k,. Thus for n > k,, 
PC?;; W(j + 1)/n) - W/n> > VI < E/2. 
\ (1) 
Let A,,, = (maXjGk, C,((j + 1)/k,) - C&/k,) > d/2). Since C,(j/k,) -5 
W/k,), j = 1, L-9 k,, there exists an n,=n,(k,,E)=n,(&c), n,>k,, 
such that if 
Aj.n = (I Cn(j/ko) - Co(j/ko)l > a/2)3 
then P(Aj,,) ( 6/(2k,), for n > n,, j = 1, 2 ,..., k,. We now assert that 
P’y; I C,(t) - GW > 4 < E, for n>n,. (2) 
To see this, fix t E [j/k,, (j + 1)/k,] for an appropriate j. Let Q, = A,,,U 
(Uj”:, A,,,); note that P(Q,) < E. Fix w E QE. 
Case 1. 0 < C,(t, w) - C,(t, w). In this case 
0 < C,(t, w) - C,,(t, w) < C,((j + l>/ko, w) - C,(j/k,, ~1 
= C,((j + 1 )/ko , w> - C,((j + 1 )/ko 3 w> + C,((j + 1 l/k,, w> - C,(j/k,. uz) 
< I C,((j + 1)/k,, w> - C,((j + 1 )/kc,, w>I 
+ I G((.I’ + 1 Yk,, w) - C&/k,, w>l 
< 614 f 614, since w E (A;, l,m) n A;,. 
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Case 2. 0 < C,(t, w) - C,(t, w). In this case 
0 < C,(t, w) - C,(t, w) < C,((j + 1 )/k, 1 11’) - C,(j/k”, 12,) 
= C,((j + 1)/k,, w) - C,(j/k,, w) + C”(j/k,, w) - C,(j/k”. 11’) 
6 I C,((j + 1 PO 3 NJ) - C&/k, 3 M’)I + I C”(j/k,, 3 M’) - C,(j/k” 3 lC)l 
-c 61.2 f 6/L since kt’ E (AT.,) n (A;,,). 
As a result, if w E Q’,, where P(Q,) < E, we have / C,(t, it’) - C,(t, IC’) < 6, 
for all t < 1. Hence 
pcy; IW) - C,(t)l > 6) < F. for n>n,. (3) \ 
which proves Lemma 1. n 
We now continue the proof of the theorem. To show convergence in 
probability uniformly on compacts of the T,,, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let (A,),,>0 be a sequence of functionals such that 
A,(t) +’ A,(t) for each t. Then if (T”),,>,, are the associated inverses, 
T,(t) --+’ T,(t) for each t; hence, by Lemma 1. T,, jp T,, uniformly on 
compacts. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Step 1. Fix t. For each 6 > 0 there exists a 
constant K and sets d(n, 6) such that P(d(n, 6)) > 1 - 6 and r,(t. w) < K for 
each w E d(n, w), for each n. 
To see this, note that for every q > 0, there exist sets E, such that P(E,) > 
1 - 6/2 and an integer n, such that 
IA,(T@, w)) - A,V,,W WI+ WI < v (4) 
for n 2 n, and w E E,. This follows since T(2t, w) is bounded on a set of 
measure close to 1, and given the bound large enough, say K, use the fact 
that A n jp A,, uniformly on compacts, in particular [0, K I. 
Furthermore, since A,(T,(2t, w), w) = 2t, 
(A,(T,(2, w)) - 2tl < q, WEE,, n>n,. (5) 
Hence, 2t - q < A,(T,,(2t, us), w) < 2t + q for MJ E E,. n > n,. Since 7 is 
arbitrary, we may conclude that 
t < A,(T&t, w), w) for WEE,, n>n,. 
Thus T,(t, w) < T,(A,(T,(2t, w), w)) = T,(2t, w). Since T,(2t) is bounded on 
sets of measure arbitrarily close to 1, there exists a set C such that P(C) > 
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1 - 6/2 and T,,(2t, w) <K, for some K, whenever w E C. Note that K does 
not depend upon n. Let A(n, 6) = E, n C; hence P(A(n, 6)) > 1 - 6 and for 
w E A(n, S), T,(t, w) < K, n > n,. This completes Step 1, since we can 
assume K works for n < n,. 
Step 2. Let K be the K appearing in the statement of Step 1. Define 
D:(K) = (IA,(u) - A,(u)1 < E, u <K). Since A,(u) +P A,(u) uniformly on 
compacts, lim, P(Di(K)) = 1. This implies that IA,(T,,(t, w)) - 
A,(T,(t, w))] < E for w E D:(K) n A(n, 6) and P(Di(K) f’ A(n, 6)) > 1 - 26, 
for I? > e(s). This in turn implies that 
It - &l(T,(f w), w>l < E for w E 0: = D:(K) n A(n, 6). (6) 
Note that P(Di) > 1 - 26. Now suppose that T,(t) +P T,(t). Then there 
exists an infinite number of integers (ni) and v > 0 such that 
P(I miw - ~&>I > r> > rl. (7) 
In view of (6), we see that 
I‘%(& w> - tl < 6 WED;, n>fi(~), (8) 
for s belonging to an interval having T,,(t, w) and T,(t, w) as its end points, 
since A, is increasing and A,(T,(t, w), w) = t. 
Now let w E Ezi = Dii n F,i, where F,i = (w: I Tni(t) - To(t)1 > q}. Take 
6 < r/4. Then ]A&, w) - t I < E for s E (T,(t, w), T,Jt, w)) or s E (T,,(t, w), 
To(t, w)) and w E Eii, where P(Eii) > u/2. For each w, let (a”(w),pE(w)), 
/Y(w) ,< K, be the largest interval such that ]A&, w) - tl < E for s E (a’(w), 
/3”(w)). The above argument shows that ,8”(w) -a’(w) > v for w E QE= 
UniancE, Eii, and P(Q”) > q/2, where v was independent of E, and E was 
arbitrary. Take c(i) 1 0 and Q = i& QEci); we also have (aE(i’(w),/3E(i)(w)) 1. 
Let [a(w),P(w)] = ni[aE(i)(W),pE(i)(W)] and note that /3(w) - a(w) > r. But 
A&, w) = t for s E [a(w),P(w)] and w E Q, which is a contradiction since 
there is a set fi,, P(Llo)= 1, on which A, is strictly increasing. This 
establishes Lemma 2. 1 
Next, let h: C[O, l] -+ R be uniformly continuous and bounded, where 
C[O, l] is given the metric induced by the uniform norm /I. ]I on C[O, 11. In 
the sequel, S-r TJ will denote the mapping defined on C[O, co) as follows: 
(S-‘TJ)(w)(t) = S-‘(J(w)(T(t, J(w)))} = S-‘{S(x) + w(T(t, J(w)))}. 
S;‘T,,J,, is defined in a similar fashion. 
We now need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. lim, -B,h[S;‘T,J,,] = h[S-‘TJ]. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. Step 1. We assert that given a > 0 there exists a 
constant K and an integer ?i such that for n > fi, 
To see this, find constant L such that 
B,(w: sup 1 T(t, J(w))/ > L - 1) < a/8. 
ts1 
(10) 
Such a constant L exists since the path T(., J(w)) is bounded on [0, 1 ] for 
each w. Note that T,,(t,J,)+B O T(t, J) uniformly on compacts. Hence there 
exists an integer n, such that if n > n, , 




z,,, = (sup qt, J) > L - 1) u (sup 1 T&, J”) - qt, J)[ > 1); (12) 
ts1 ISI 
then B&Z,,,) < a/4. 
Define 6,: C[O, L] + R by 
i&(w) = sup{ I w(t) - w(s)]: /t - s] ,< h, 0 < t, s ,< L}. 
Since lim h+O 6,(w) = 0, by Egoroffs theorem we can find an E > 0 such that 
if Z, = (6, > l), then 
f4A-Q < 44. (13) 
Next, define Z,,, = (suptsI I7’,,(t, J,) - T(t, J)] > E). There exists an n, such 
that if n>n,, 
fMZ3.,) < 44. (14) 
Finally, since the curve (7”)(w) is bounded on [0, 11, there exists a constant 
K such that if Z, = (w: suptG ,(7”)(w)(t) > K - 2), then 
~dZJ < 44. (15) 
Define Z, = Z,,, U Z, U Z,,, U Z,. Let I S,(x) - S(x)] ( 1 for n > rz3. 
Define ti= max(n,, n2, n3). Note that B,(Z,) < a for n > fi. Pick w E Zz; 
t < 1. Since w E ZT,,, ] 7’,,(t, J,(w)) - T(t, J(w))] < E. Also, w E Z:,, implies 
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that r(t, J,(W)) < L - 1 and, by (12), T,(t, J,(W)) < L. Now use the fact that 
wEZ;nz;,, and the preceding inequalities to obtain 
IJn(w)[~“(~YJn(w))l -J(w)[w~J(w))ll 
G I S,(x) - W)l + I w(~n(t, J,(w))) - e% J(w))I 
<1+1=2. 
Thus I/ T,,J,(w)ll < 2 + II T.(w)11 < 2 + K - 2 = K for n > ti and w E ZC,. 
Step 1 now follows. 
To complete the proof we need to show that given 6 > 0, q > 0 if Z,,, is 
defined by 
z,,, = (Ih(S,‘TJ,) - h(S-‘TJ)I > 4, (16) 
then there exists an i such that whenever n > 6, 
hl(Zn,,) < T (17) 
As we argued earlier, there exists a constant L and an integer n, such that 
if 
z,,, = (w: sup T,(t, J,(w)) > L) u (w: sup r(t, J(w)) > L), 
t<1 t<l 
then for n > n,, 
Next, by Step 1, there exists a constant K and an integer n2 such that if 
Z,.,, = (II 7’nJnlI > K) U (II T’ll > WV 
then for n > n,, 
fWLJ < r/8. (19) 
Note that since S is increasing and the S,‘s are onto I?, S; ‘( JJ) -+ S - ’ (y) 
for each y. The monotonicity of S;’ and S-‘, for each n, implies that 
s,’ + s-1 uniformly on l--K, K]. Since h is uniformly continuous, there 
exists an F > 0 such that 
Ilw,-Ww,ll<E implies 1 h(w,) - h(w,)l < 6. (20) 
There exists an n3 and a 8 > 0 such’ that 
lx, --%I < w Ix, I < K 1-q <K n > n3 (21) 
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implies 
IS,‘(x,) - s-‘(x,)1 < E. (22) 
Let 6, be defined as in Step 1 on C[O. L]. By Egoroffs theorem, there 
exists a p > 0 such that 
4dZo) < v/c where Z, = (6, > e/2). (23) 
Define 
z,,, = (w: sup I T,(& J,(w)) - qt, J(w))] > P). 
f<l 
(24) 
There exists an n4 such that 
WLJ < v/8 whenever n>n,. 
Let n’= max(n,, n,, n3, nrr n,), where n, is an integer such that 
(25) 
I S,(X) - S(x)1 < v whenever n > n, . (26) 
Set Z, = Z,,,U Z,*,U Z,,,U Z,. Note that B,(Z,) < 7. Fix w E ZE and 
n > ii. Since w E ZS.,, sup,< r I TJw, J,(w)) - 7’(w, J(w))] < p. Also note that 
/] T,J,(w)(] <K and ]] TJ(w)]l <K. Now w E Zf,, implies that 
T,,(t, J,(w)) <L and T(t, J(w)) <L, for every t < 1. Fix t < 1; since M’ E Zb, 
lJ,(wu”u~ J,(w))) - J(wwv9 J(M’)))I 
G I S,(x) - W)l + I wVn(t9 J,(w))) - WU~ J(w)))l 
< 812 + ef2 = 8. 
Hence ]s;‘{T,J,,(w)(r)} - S-‘{T’.(w)(t)}] < E, that is, ]]S;‘T,J(w) - 
S-‘TJ(w)l] GE. This in turn implies /h(S;‘T,,J(w)) - h(S-‘TJ(w))I < 6, 
which completes the proof of (17), and establishes the lemma. 1 
Continuing the proof of the theorem, we now show that, for fixed x, 
Q:+ Q,. To this end, it suffices to show, if h: C[O, M] + R, M < co, is 
bounded and continuous, then 1 h dQ’j -+ J‘ h dQ,. We may assume h is 
uniformly continuous on C[O, M] (see [ 1 I). For simplicity, set M = 1. 
Observe that 
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By Lemma 3, the integrand converges to zero in B,-probability. The 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies J’ h dQl: + 1 h dQ, ; hence 
Q: 3 Q,. This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
3. CONVERGENCE OF DIFFUSIONS 
The associated path function Y,, for the diffusion S;‘BT,, was defined in 
Section 1. All functionals in this section are additive. Since the scale function 
is determined up to an afftne transformation, for convenience set S(0) = 0 
and S(1) = 1. A diffusion S’BT, where S is normalized in this fashion, is 
said to be in canonical form. 
THEOREM 2. Let (X,,)F=, be a sequence of regular diffusions in 
canonical form. Then (X,,) converges weakly to X,, if and only if the 
associated paths converge a.s. untformly on compact time intervals. 
The proof of the above theorem follows from the following theorem and its 
corollaries and will be presented following the remark after Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 3. (A) Let (Xn)n~o be a sequence of regular diffusions such 
that X,, + X0. Suppose s”, is a scale function for X,, . Then for a ,< x ,< b, 
[l?,,(x) - S,,(a)][S,(b) - S,(a)]-’ + [S(x) - S(a)][S(b) - S(a)]. 
Suppose that we chose definite representatives S, from the equivalence class 
of scale functions ,!?,, for X,, say S,,(O) = 0 and S,( 1) = 1, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Then S,(x) + S,(x) for each x. If X, = S; ‘ST,, where T,, is the appropriate 
time change of S,X,, relative to Brownian motion, induced by the speed 
measures m,, then m, dC m,. Also T,,(t) + T,(t) and Y,,(t) -+ Y,,(t) uniformly 
on compacts as. B,, for x E R. 
PI Suppose (Sn)n,o and (T,LO are sequences of scale functions and 
time changes, respectively. Assume that S,(x) + S,(x) for each x and 
T,(t) +p T,,(t) for each P = B,. Then m, ar m,. Hence T,,(t) -+ To(t) and 
Y,,(t) + Y,,(t) untformly on compacts a.s. B,, x E R. Also S;‘BT,, * S; ‘BT,,. 
Proof Before proceeding with the proof, we shall outline some of the 
main steps leading to the fact that weak convergence implies m, ac m and 
the time changes T,, converge a.s. uniformly on compact time intervals. To 
avoid technical problems in this discussion, assume that all the diffusions are 
in natural scale. Our job is to show ST, + BT implies m, *c m. First of all 
note that (m,) is bounded on compact sets. To see this, suppose that 
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m,([a, b]) + co. Argue that there is a point y and an interval I. y E 1, and a 
time t, such that the set E, of all w such that J.(t,, x, w) > c, for some c > 0 
and for all x E 2 has B, measure greater than 1 - e, where E is arbitrary. 
Furthermore, m,(Z) -+ co. This shows that An(to, W) + co, for 11’ E E, . 
Assume that A (t,, W) > n for w E E, . Then choose a constant M large 
enough so that if E, is the set of w such that supsat,, /w(s)\ < M, then 
B(E,) > 1 - E. Let Z be the set of w such that SUP,<~ (w(s)1 < M, for a fixed 
p: we then show that if Q is the measure representing X,, then Q(aZ) = 0; 
hence Q:(Z) + Q(Z). But on E, n E,, T,(n, w) < t,, which means that X,(n) 
has its range bounded by M with probability greater than 1 - 2s, which 
contradicts the recurrence of X,. The contradiction comes from the fact that 
on a large set X,, for large times n, behaves like Brownian motion up to time 
10. 
Obtain a measure p such that rnnk >c p for some subsequence (n,); assume 
nk = li. Next we show ~([c, d]) > 0 if c < d, that is, ,u is a speed measure. 
Suppose m,( [c, d]) + 0. Let z be the midpoint of [c, d]. Obtain a set E, of Bz 
measure greater than 1 - e such that for W’S in this set, n(t,. .t’, w) < M for 
some M and to, for all 4’ E [c, d]. Obtain a number 8 such that if El = 
(w: suptcr, 1 w(s) - zI > 0), then BZ(E,) > 1 - E. Then for w in E, n Ez, c, = 
A.(t,, w)-+ 0. Let L, be the set of w such that supus,,,, In(u) - zI > 0. 
Choose no large enough so that Q;(L) < t, where L = Lno; set t = l/no. 
Consider only n’s large enough so that c, < t. Since Q,(aL) = 0, 
Q:(L) + Q;(L). Note that T,(c,, W) > to on a set of measure greater than 
1 - 2s. which means that on a large set the process X,, in the small time 
interval [O, cn], behaves like Brownian motion in a time interval at least as 
large as [0, to]. This means that the process X, travels quite a distance in a 
very small time interval. On a large set, supsGt IX”(s, w)l > 0 when II is large, 
but the limit of the Ql measure of L must be less than +, which is a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus m, acp, where p is a speed measure. If f denotes the time change 
induced by p, it follows that ,u = m, since BF is equal to BT in distribution. 
Hence m, ac m, which, since 1(t, ., w) is continuous and has compact 
support, implies A,(f, w) --$ A(t, w), where the convergence is uniform on 
compact time intervals; this implies the uniform convergence of the paths. 
Additional estimates have to be made if the diffusions are not in natural 
scale. Now we begin the proof. 
To prove the first part of (A), by definition of scale function, we need to 
show that 
Q: (hit b before a) + Qz (hit b before a), (1) 
where Q” is the measure on R corresponding to the diffusion X,. Let d = 
(MI: u’ hits b before a). The above limit holds if we can prove that 
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Qz!&l) = 0. To show this, let t, be the first time w hits a; r6 is similarly 
defined. Let 
A, = (w: w hits b before a and max w = b on [0, r,(w)]); 
A, = (w: w hits a before b and min w = a on [0, rh(w)]). 
We assert that i?A c A, U A,. Suppose w E (A, U A,)’ and w hits b before a. 
Since w E A:, max w = b, > b on (0, so(w)]. Obtain t, E [0, t,(w)] satisfying 
w(tJ = b,. Let a, = min w on [0, t,]. Set 0 < E < min(u, - u, 6, - b). To 
show S(w, E) c A, where S(w, E) = (w’: sup /w’(t) - w(t)] < E, t E [O, 7,(w)]). 
let w, E S(w, e). Since w,(I,) > b, but w, does not hit a in (0, t,], w, E A; 
hence w E (ad)‘. In a similar fashion, A; c (ad)‘. Since 8A c A, U A2, it 
suffices to show that Q?JA, U A,) = 0. Define D = (w: w(0) = b and w(s) < b 
for all s < f(w) for some t(w) > 0). Let 7 = tb. Since X0 is recurrent, 7 < 03 
a.s. Q”. If 8, denotes the shift operator, then A, c (0, E D). By the strong 
Markov property 
Q%>=Q%< BAA,)< 1 Q;(D) dQ: = Q;(D). ‘(T<il) 
Since Q” is regular, Q:(D) = 0. Likewise QE(A,) = 0; hence Q~(cYA) = 0. 
If O<x< 1, (1) implies S,(x) = IS,(x) - w9lls”(l) - S,(O)1 --I 
converges to S,(x), from the definition of scale functions. Using (1) again, 
and combining either 0 < x ( 1 < y or y < 0 < x < 1, we see that S,(y) + 
So(Y). 
Next, we assert that the (m,) are uniformly bounded on compact subsets 
of R. If not, suppose that sup m,([-1, 11) = co. Using a nested interval 
argument and passing to a subsequence (mnCkJ) if necessary we can find a 
point y E [-1, 1 ] such that for every open interval Z containing y we have 
mn(k)(z) -‘k a. Since n(t?& w> +t+m co a.s. B,, where 1 is local time, we can 
find a to, for any given K and E > 0, such that A(t,, y, w) > g for w E A(f), 
where B,(A(i?)) > 1 - E. By the continuity of A(t,, ., w), for w E A(E), there 
exists a symmetric interval Z(w) about y such that A(t,, x, w) > E/2 for all 
x E Z(w). Take uj 1 0 and consider 
Dj = (w: A(t,, X, W) > K/2 for all x E Zj), 
where Zj = [ y - a,, y + uj]. Note that Dj is measurable since it can be 
expressed as an intersection of sets @(to, r, w) > K/2) for rational r E Zj by 
the continuity of A. If w E A(@ and j is large enough so that Z(w) 3 Zj, then 
w E Dj. Since Dj T, we have lim iSo > 1 - E; hence there exists an integer 
j(0) such that Bo(Dj,,,) > 1 - E. This implies that 
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for w E DicO,. Assume, without loss of generality, that A,,([,,. M‘) > n, 
n = 1. 2,.... for wEE,=D~(~,. This in turn implies that r,(n, tc) < t,. 
n = 1, 2,... . 
Now choose a constant M, large enough so that B,(E2) > 1 - F, where 
E, = (w: sup 1 w(s)] < M,) > 1 - E. 
s<t, 
Thus B,(E, n E,) > 1 - 2s. Choose M such that M is larger than 
1 S; ‘(-44,) - 1 ] and S; ‘(M,) + 1. We may and shall assume, since Qi has 
only countably many atoms, that 
Qi(w: w(n) = -M or M) = 0, 
Let p be a fixed positive integer and define 
for each n. 
2 = (w: sup 1 w(s)] < M). 
S<P 
Assume for the moment that Qi(aZ) = 0. With this assumption, we have 
Q:(Z)-+ Q:(Z). Let n > max(p, n,). where [s;‘(-M,). s;‘(M,)] c 
[S;‘(-M,)- l,S;‘(M,,)+ l] for n>n,. Fix wEE,nE,. Then 
T,,(s, w) < t, for all s <p. Since w E E,, I w(T,,(s, w))i < M,, for s <p. Hence 
S,‘(w(T,(s, w>)) E C-M, M). 
Since Q: is the B,-distribution of the mapping Y,: w -+ S; ‘(w(T,(., w))), we 
have Q:(Z) >BB,(E, f7 E2) > 1 - 2s. This in turn implies that Q:(Z) > 
1 - 2s. Now let p+ 03 and conclude that Qi(w: / w(s)1 <M for all s) > 
1 - 3c, which is a contradiction since Q” is recurrent on R. 
To show that Qi(aZ) = 0. define the following sets. A, is the set of paths 
w such that w reaches M in the time interval [O,p] and stays less than or 
equal to M for a positive time t(w) after hitting M. A, is the set of paths that 
hit --M in the time interval [O,p] and stays greater than or equal to -M for 
a positive time t(w) after hitting --M. A, is the set of paths that hit -M or M 
at timep. We assert that i)ZcA,UA,UA,. Choose wEA:UA’;UAS. If 
w hits M in [O,p] but goes above M, and attains a maximum, say M, in 
[O,p], then if S(w, E) = (w’: SUP,<~ I w’(s) - w(s)1 < E), where 2~ = M, -M, 
then S(w, E) f7 Z = 0. Hence w @ aZ. Similar reasoning applies if w goes 
below 44 in [O,p]. Suppose that w always stays below M and above -M in 
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[O,p]. Let 2s be the minimum of M - M, and m, + M, where M, and m, are 
the respective max and min of w in [O,p]. Then S(w, E) r7 AC = 0; hence 
w @ aA. We know Q&4,) = 0 from the choice of M. To show Qi(,4 ,) = 0, let 
r(w) be the first time w hits M in [O,p], if it exists, and +co otherwise. If C 
is the set of all paths w such that w(O) = M and there exists a t(w) > 0 such 
that w(s) <M for s E [0, t(w)], then, if 8, denotes the time shift operator, we 
have 
since Q” represents a regular diffusion. Likewise, Qi(A,) = 0. Hence 
Qi(aZ) = 0. This completes the proof of the fact that (m,) is bounded on 
compact sets. As a result, we can obtain, by a diagonalization process, a 
subsequence (m,& and a measure p, finite on compact sets, such that 
mn(k) -c p”. 
Now we shall show that ~[a, b] > 0, whenever a < b. 
If we deny this, there exists a further subsequence mktij such that 
mkfij [a, b] -+j 0. For notational convenience, assume that m,[a, b] + 0. Let 
z = (a + b)/2. Let F > 0 be given. There exists a to such that B,(E,) > 1 - E, 
where 
E, = (w: sup ] w(s) - z] < (b - u)/3). 
s<t, 
Using the continuity of the distribution of the maximum appearing in E,, 
there exists a 6, such that if ]z’ - z] < a,, then B,,(E,) > 1 - 2~. 
For a-a. w sUpyE[a,b] A([,, y, w) < co; hence there exists a constant M such 
that B,(E,) > 1 - E, where 
E, = (w: sup A@,, y, w) < M). 
yelo.bl 
Using the continuity of local time, there exists a 6, such that if ] z’ - z / < 6,) 
then B,,(E,) > 1 - 2s. 
Finally, choose a p > 0 such that B,(E,) > 1 - E, where 
E, = (w: sup ] w(s) - z] > p). 
s<to 
Obtain a 6, such that if ]z’ - z ] < 6,) then B,,(E,) > 1 - 2~. Now let 
wEE,nE,. We have 
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For 8 > 0, Q&,cZ,(L,) + 0. where 
L, = (w: sup 1 w(u) - s, ‘(z)l > 8) 
U<l/?l 
by the continuity of the paths w. Choose an n,,(0) so that Q~~‘,Z,(L,,,(e,) < i. 
We choose 0 as follows. Let 36 be the minimum of S,‘(z) -s;‘(z -p) and 
S;‘(z +p) - S;‘(z). Choose n, so that for n >, n, we have 
min{S;‘(z) - S;‘(z -p), S;‘(z +p) - S;‘(z)} > 28. 
With this value of 8, let T= l/n,(8). Set L = Lflu’B’. Assume for the moment 
that Qi-,,,,(i?L) = 0. Hence we have Q:-,,;,(L) --) Q:-,,,,(L). Choose n2 > n’ 
large enough so that c, < t for all n > n,. If w E E’ n E, n E,, we have 
sup I w(Tn(s, w)) - z I > sup I )V(T”(S, w)) - z I 
s<T S<C” 
> sup jw(u)-ZI >p, 
u<t, 
because Tn(c,, w) > t,, when w E E, f3 Ez. Hence, for u’ E E’ n E2 n E, 
and n > n,, we have 
y I K%V’n(~~ w))) - S, ‘(4 
> min(S;‘(z) - S;‘(z -p), S,‘(z +p) -S,‘(z)} 
> 28. 
Since S;‘(z)+ S;‘(z), we can find an integer n3 > nz such that if MI E E, n 
E,nE, and n>n,, we have 
SUP Is;‘(W(T,(U, W))) - s;‘(Z)1 > 8. 
u<T 
If Y, denotes the function CjO, co)-+ C[O, co), defined by Y,(M~) = 
s, ’ {w(T,(*, w>> L we see that if wEE,nEE,nE, and n>nn,, then 
sup 1 Y,(w)(u) - S,‘(z)/ > 8, 
u<T 
that is, E, f7 E, n E, c Y;‘(L). 
607 ‘4612~5 
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Choose n4 > n3 such that 1 S,(S;‘(z)) - z 1 ( min(d, , a,, 6,) for all n > n4. 
Now Ql,I,;, is the B,nc,(ll,;,,-distribution of Y, ; hence 
for n > n4. Hence 
f > Q&,,,,(L) = lim Q&lcz,(L) > 1 - 6~ n 
which is a contradiction since E was arbitrary. 
The fact that Qi,,,;,(aL) = 0 is proved in a fashion similar to the ones 
used in the preceding arguments concerning boundaries of subsets of a. We 
omit the details. 
Returning now to ,D, we have shown that ,D is finite on compact sets, and is 
strictly positive, that is, on non-empty open sets, ,D is greater than zero. 
Hence ,U is a speed measure. 
For notational convenience, assume that m,, =sc,u. Let A”(& w) = 
I I,(t, z, w)p(dz). Since ,U is a speed measure, A’ is strictly increasing and 
continuous on a set of full measure. Now 
= 
.I[( 
1 t, y, S,(X) + W) - A@, y, S,(x) + w>] m,(h) 
+ (_ W, Y, &(x) + 4 m,(44 
= Z,(w) + F,(w). 
Note that 
I Z,(w)1 < 1 I L(t, y - S,(x), w) - A(t, Y - S,(x), w)l m,(dy>. 
By Trotter’s theorem, A(., a, w) is jointly continuous in t and y for w 
belonging to a set of full measure R,. Since A(t, a, w) is uniformly continuous 
on compacts, (m,) is uniformly bounded on each compact set, and A(t, ., w) 
vanishes outside of a compact set, we see that Z,(w) + 0. Since m, ac ,D, 
f,(w) + A(t, J,,(w)). Hence A,(& J,,(w)) -+ J(t, J,(w)) for each t and w E n,. 
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In a similar fashion, A,([, ut) -+ x(t, w), w E Q,,. Hence by Theorem 1, we 
conclude that S; ‘BT, * S; ‘BF. By the uniqueness of traversal times for a 
Markov process, since S; ‘BT,, 3 S; ‘BT,, , we conclude f= T, a.s. P. Alter- 
nately, since S;‘BF is distributionally equal to S;‘BT,, and p is the speed 
measure for the diffusion S; ‘BF, m = p by the uniqueness of speed measures 
131. 
Since the above argument was valid for any subsequence of (m,), we 
conclude that the full sequence (m,) satisfies m, =>c m. Thus A,(t) + -4”(t) 
uniformly on compacts on R,, and the same is true for T,(t)- T,,(t). Since 
S,‘+ s,’ uniformly on compact subsets of R, one can show that 
Y,(t) + YJt) uniformly on compacts on Q,. This establishes (A). 
We now turn to the proof of (B). Assume that T,(t)- T,(t) and 
S,(x) -+ S(x), P = B,, for each x. Using Theorem 1 and the lemmas 
appearing in its proof, we see that ST,, + BT,. Then by (A) above, 
m, G-~ m,. By arguments used in the proof of (A). we see that A,(t, J:) --t 
A,(t,Ji) on Q,. By Theorem 1 we conclude S; ‘BT,, 3 S; ‘BT,,. Also 
m, +c m, implies T,(t) + To(t) and Y,(t) + Y,,(t) uniformly on compacts on 
Q,. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A,,(t) -+ A,,(t) for each P = B, and t > 0, then the 
additive finctionals A, converge untformly on compact sets on a set of full 
measure. 
Proof: If A,(t) +’ A,(t), then by Lemma 1, T,,(t)-+’ T,,(t). Thus by (B) 
in Theorem 3, m, ac m,. The proof of Theorem 3 shows that A,(t) + A(t) 
uniformly on compacts on a set of full measure. 1 
COROLLARY 2. S;‘BT,, 3 S;‘BT, tf and only zf T,(t)- T,(t) and 
Y,,(t) + Y,,(t) untform!v on compacts on a set of full measure, assuming the 
S, are normalized as in (A). In particular, BT,, - BT, if and only if 
T,(t) + To(t) and w(T,,(t, w)) -+ w(T,(t, w)) untformlv on compacts on a set 
of full measure. 
Remark. Dynkin [4, Chap. VIII] shows that for processes in Rtd’, where 
time changes, relative to Brownian motion in IRcd’, are given by measures 
m,, if m, *c m, then A,(t) +‘A,(t), for each t. The above analysis shows 
that for d = 1, A,,(t) -+ A,(t) uniformly on compacts on a set of full measure. 
The above results provide a converse to Dynkin’s theorem when d = 1. since 
if A,(t) -‘A(t), this implies by Lemma 1 that T,(t)+P T(t); hence by 
Theorem 3(B), m, ac m. 
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that S; ‘BT,, =+ S’BT. 
Since the S, are normalized, (A) of Theorem 3 yields the convergence of the 
paths Y,,. Conversely, suppose we have the stated convergence of (Y,,). Note 
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that since Y,(O) -+ Y(0) a.s. B,, this implies S;‘(x) --+ S-‘(x), which implies 
uniform convergence of (S,) on compacts. Consider 
< 1 s, Y,(t, w) - SY,(t, w)l + I SY,(t, w) - mqt, w)l. 
The first term goes to zero uniformly on compacts by the uniform 
convergence of (S,) and (Y,) on compacts. The second term goes to zero by 
the uniform continuity of S on compacts and the convergence of (Y,). Hence 
w(T,(t, w)) -+ w(r(t, w)) uniformly on compacts a.s. B,. But then it follows 
that ST,, * BT. By Corollary 2, this implies that T,(t) + T(t). By (B) of 
Theorem 3, this implies that S;‘BT, a S-‘BT. 
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